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Abstract. While many tailor made card game protocols are known,
the vast majority of those lack three important features: mechanisms
for distributing ﬁnancial rewards and punishing cheaters, composability
guarantees and ﬂexibility, focusing on the speciﬁc game of poker. Even
though folklore holds that poker protocols can be used to play any card
game, this conjecture remains unproven and, in fact, does not hold for
a number of protocols (including recent results). We both tackle the
problem of constructing protocols for general card games and initiate a
treatment of such protocols in the Universal Composability (UC) framework, introducing an ideal functionality that captures card games that
use a set of core card operations. Based on this formalism, we introduce
Royale, the ﬁrst UC-secure general card games which supports ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement. We remark that Royale also yields
the ﬁrst UC-secure poker protocol. Interestingly, Royale performs better
than most previous works (that do not have composability guarantees),
which we highlight through a detailed concrete complexity analysis and
benchmarks from a prototype implementation.

1

Introduction

Online card games have become highly popular with the advent of online casinos, which act as trusted third parties performing the roles of both dealers and
cashiers. However, a malicious casino (potentially compromised by an insider
attacker) can easily subvert game outcomes [33]. Solving this issue has inspired
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a long line of research on mental poker, i.e. playing poker among distrustful
players without relying on a trusted third party [3,14,16,17,22,27,29–32,35,36].
Nevertheless, the aforementioned mental poker protocols did not provide formal
security deﬁnitions or proofs. In fact, concrete ﬂaws in the protocols of [35,36]
(resp. [3,14]) have been identiﬁed in [29] (resp. [19]). Moreover, even if some of
these protocols can be proven secure, they do not ensure that aborting adversaries cannot prevent the game to reach an outcome or that honest players receive
the resulting ﬁnancial rewards.
Techniques for ensuring that players receive their rewards according to game
outcomes were only developed recently by Andrychowicz et al. [1,2,6,23], building on decentralized cryptocurrencies. Their techniques also prevent misbehavior
(including aborts) by imposing ﬁnancial penalties to adversaries who are caught
deviating from the protocol. Basically, they ensure that honest players either
receive the rewards determined by the game outcome or a share of the penalty
imposed to the adversary in case an outcome is not reached. These techniques
were subsequently improved by Kumaresan et al. [24], [7], who also applied them
to constructing protocols for secure card games with ﬁnancial rewards/penalties.
However, neither of these works provided formal security deﬁnitions and proofs
for their card game protocols.
The ﬁrst security deﬁnition and provably secure protocol for secure poker
with ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement were recently proposed by David
et al. [19], which still only captures the speciﬁc game of poker. Moreover, the
protocol of [19] lacks composability guarantees, meaning that it cannot be arbitrarily executed along with copies of itself and other protocols. In fact, none
of the previous mental poker protocols are composable and, consequently, repurposing them for playing other games would void their security guarantees,
contradicting the folklore belief that poker protocols yield protocols for any card
game. While the recent work of [18] constructs composable card game protocols,
it only captures games without secret state (i.e. it cannot be used to instantiate
games where bluﬃng is a key element, such as poker). Our work closes this gap
by proposing a protocol for playing general card games that use a set of core
card operations with security proven in the Universal Composability (UC) [11]
framework, also yielding the ﬁrst UC-secure protocol for the speciﬁc case of
poker.
1.1

Our Contributions

We initiate a composable treatment of card game protocols, introducing both
the ﬁrst ideal functionality for general card games and the ﬁrst UC-secure tailormade protocol for general card games. Our functionality and matching protocol
support core operations that can be used to construct a large number of different card games, as opposed to previous protocols, which focus speciﬁcally on
the game of poker. Besides capturing a large number of card games, our protocol enforces ﬁnancial rewards/penalties while achieving eﬃciency comparable to
previous works without UC-security. In fact, for practical parameters, a DDHbased instantiation of our protocol is concretely more eﬃcient than most previous
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works, most of which have no provable security guarantees. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:
– The ﬁrst ideal functionality for general card games that can be expressed in
terms of a set of core card operations: FCG ;
– Royale, the ﬁrst provably secure protocol for general card games satisfying
FCG ;
– Royale is proven to UC-realize our functionality in the restricted programmable and observable global random oracle model [9], being the ﬁrst
universally composable card game protocol (also yielding the ﬁrst UC-secure
poker protocol);
– An eﬃcient mechanism for ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement in Royale,
and a detailed eﬃciency analysis showing it outperforms previous works for
practical parameters and benchmarks obtained from a prototype implementation.
As a ﬁrst step in providing a composable treatment, we introduce an ideal
functionality that captures general card games. It is parameterized by a program
describing the ﬂow of the game being modeled, diﬀerently from the ideal functionality introduced in [19], which only captures the ﬂow of a poker game. This
program determines the order in which the functionality carries out a number of
operations that are used throughout the game, as well as the conditions under
which a player wins or loses the game. Namely, the game rules can request a
number of core card operations: public shuﬄing of closed cards on the table, private opening of cards (towards only one player, used for drawing cards), public
opening of cards and shuﬄing of cards in a player’s private hand (which can be
used to securely swap cards among players). Moreover we provide an interface
for the game rules to request public actions from the players (allowing players
to broadcast their course of action), such as placing a bet or choosing a card
from the table. We achieve ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement by following
the basic approach of [7] based on stateful contracts, which are modeled as a
separate ideal functionality in our construction. Each player deposits a collateral
that is forfeited (and distributed among the other players) in case he behaves
maliciously during protocol execution. If a player suspects that another player is
misbehaving (e.g. failing to send a message), a complaint is sent to the stateful
contract functionality, which mediates the protocol execution until the conﬂict
is resolved or a culprit is found, resulting in the termination of the protocol after
collateral deposit distribution. As pointed out in [7], such a stateful contract
functionality can be implemented based on smart contracts on blockchain-based
systems such as Ethereum [8].
Finally, we construct Royale, a protocol for general card games that is proven
to UC-realize our functionality with the help of a stateful contract. It is constructed in a modular fashion based on generic signature, threshold encryption
and non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs that can be eﬃciently instantiated under standard computational assumptions (DDH) in the restricted programmable and observable global random oracle model of [9]. As the contract is
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ultimately implemented by a blockchain-based solution, one of the main bottlenecks in such a protocol is the amount of on-chain storage required for executing
the stateful contract, which must analyze the protocol execution and determine
whether a player has correctly executed the protocol or not when a complaint
is issued. We achieve low on-chain storage complexity by providing compact
checkpoint witnesses that allow the players to prove that the protocol has been
correctly executed (or not), diﬀerently from [7], which requires large amounts of
the protocol transcript to be sent to the contract.
The individual card operations in our protocol are inspired by Kaleidoscope [19], which achieves the desired eﬃciency for the speciﬁc case of poker.
However, Kaleidoscope is based speciﬁcally on the DDH assumption and does
not achieve UC-security, Kaleidoscope’s security proof involves a simulator that
makes heavy use of extraction of witnesses of NIZK proofs of knowledge based on
the Fiat-Shamir heuristic, which require rewinding the adversary in the security
proof, an operation that is not allowed in proofs in the UC framework. While
substituting such Fiat-Shamir NIZKs for UC-secure ZK proofs would solve this
issue, the eﬃciency of the resulting protocol would be greatly aﬀected, since
current UC-secure constructions [10] are signiﬁcantly less eﬃcient than the simple NIZKs used in Kaleidoscope. We overcome this obstacle without sacriﬁcing
eﬃciency through subtle modiﬁcations to the protocol itself, employing NIZK
proofs of membership and a novel proof strategy that only requires the simulator
to generate simulated proofs, eliminating the need for rewinding.
1.2

Related Works

Even though there is a large number of previous works on protocols for secure
card games, the problem of aborting adversaries and reward distribution for
poker games has only been (eﬃciently) addressed recently [7]. Moreover, as previously discussed, formal security deﬁnitions and proofs for secure card game
protocols were only recently introduced in Kaleidoscope [19]. Since we aim at
addressing both the issues of composability and ﬁnancial penalties/rewards distribution, we center our discussion on the works of [7,19], which are more closely
related to this goal. See [19] for a comprehensive discussion of eﬃciency and concrete security issues of previous works.
Enforcing Financial Rewards and Penalties: Most games of poker are
played with money at stake, posing two central challenges that were overlooked
in the ﬁrst poker protocols but need to be solved in order to allow for practical deployment: (1) protecting against potentially aborting cheaters and (2)
ensuring that winners receive their rewards. In the case of general secure computation, these challenges were only recently addressed in an eﬃcient way by
Bentov et al. [7] with further optimizations of an approach previously developed
and pursued in [1,2,6,23,24]. The central idea in the general purpose secure
computation protocol of [7] is to execute an unfair protocol without any interaction with the cryptocurrency network, relying on a single stateful contract that
handles funds distribution and ﬁnancially punishes misbehaving parties. Before
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the unfair protocol is executed, the stateful contract receives deposits of funds
that will be distributed according to the protocol output as well as of collateral
funds that will be used to punish misbehaving parties and compensate honest
parties. In case a party suspects cheating, it “complains” to the stateful contract, which will mediate the protocol execution until a cheater is found or the
complaint is solved (so that execution can proceed oﬀ-chain). In case a party
is found to be cheating, its collateral funds are distributed among the honest
parties and the protocol execution ends. If the protocol reaches an output, the
stateful contract distributes the funds deposited at the onset of execution according to the output. Bentov et al. [7] apply this general approach to tailor-made
poker protocols [31,32], aiming at implementing a secure poker protocol with
higher eﬃciency than their general purpose secure computation protocol. However, their tailor-made protocol is not formally proven secure and, even if found
to be secure, has eﬃciency issues, as discussed in the remainder of this section.
Formal Security Guarantees: The vast majority of poker protocols [3,7,14,
16,17,22,24,27,29–32,35,36] claim diﬀerent levels of security but do not provide
formal securities. Besides making it hard to assess the exact security oﬀered
by such protocols, the lack of clear security deﬁnitions and proofs has led to
concrete security ﬂaws in many of these protocols [3,14,35,36], as pointed out
in [19,29]. While Bentov et al. [7] argue that their framework can be directly
applied to tailor-made poker protocols to provide ﬁnancial rewards/penalties
enforcement with high eﬃciency, they do not provide a security proof for such a
direct application of their framework to tailor-made protocols nor describe the
properties the underlying poker protocol should satisfy. Their work speciﬁcally
mentions the protocols of [31,32] as potential building blocks. However, [31,32]
are not formally proven secure. Using such protocols as building blocks in a
black-box way without a clear security deﬁnition and proofs can lead to both
security and composition issues. Moreover, even if proven secure, [31,32] face
eﬃciency issues for practical parameters. In the poker case, the lack of formal
security deﬁnitions and proofs was only recently remedied by Kaleidoscope [19],
which introduced both the ﬁrst security deﬁnition for poker functionalities and
a matching protocol, considering ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement.
Eﬃciency Issues: As Royale is the ﬁrst work to consider general card games,
we compare the eﬃciency of each card operation provided by Royale to the similar operations provided in previous works on poker protocols. The most costly
operation is the shuﬄing of cards. The protocol of Barnett and Smart [3] (that
serves as the basis for many subsequent protocols) and the protocol of Wei and
Wang [32] (cited as a potential building block in [7]) rely on a cut-and-choose
based ZK proof of shuﬄe correctness, incurring high computational and communication overheads. A subsequent work by Wei [31] (also cited as a potential
building block in [7]) improves on the complexity of the shuﬄe procedure by eliminating the need for cut-and-choose but still requires a large number of rounds
(more than 4n rounds, where n is the number of players), which is also the case
of [32]. The Kaleidoscope [19] protocol employs a novel shuﬄing phase based on
eﬃcient NIZK proofs of shuﬄe correctness, achieving better concrete eﬃciency
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both in terms of communication and computation than previous works for practical parameters, while only requiring n rounds (for n players). The shuﬄing procedure of a DDH-based instantiation of Royale (Sect. 3) inherits the same high
eﬃciency of the Kaleidoscope shuﬄe while achieving UC-security. The computational, communication and round complexities of opening cards in Royale are
very similar to those of previous works, which already achieved high eﬃciency
for these operations. For a more detailed discussion, we refer to Sect. 4.
Composability Issues: The need for arbitrary composability naturally arises in
poker and general card game protocols with ﬁnancial rewards/penalties enforcement, since those protocols need to use other cryptographic protocols, e.g. secure
channels and cryptocurrency protocols. This is specially critical in the case of
general card game protocols, where card operations are arbitrarily mixed and
matched in order to create diﬀerent games, which can potentially cause serious
security issues in protocols without arbitrary composability guarantees. However,
none of the previous works on poker or card games protocols have considered this
issue, and Kaleidoscope [19], the only poker protocol with provable security guarantees, only achieves sequential composability. The UC framework [11] is widely
used to reason about arbitrary composability for cryptographic protocols. The
main obstacle to providing a proof of security for Kaleidoscope as well as other
previous poker protocols lies in their use of NIZK proofs of Knowledge obtained
from applying the Fiat-Shamir transformation to Sigma protocols, heavily relying on rewinding for extracting witnesses in their security proofs. In Royale,
this is solved by employing a proof strategy that only requires the simulator to
generate simulated NIZKs without sacriﬁcing eﬃciency.

2

Preliminaries

We denote the security parameter by κ and sampling an element x uniformly at
$
random from a set X by x ← X . See the full version [20] for complete notation.
Re-Randomizable Threshold PKE: A re-randomizable threshold public key
encryption (RTE [34]) scheme is a central in our protocols. Intuitively, we focus
of the (n, n)-Threshold case, where the n parties need to cooperate in the decryption. We present formal deﬁnitions in the full version [20]. A summary of the
main RTE algorithms used in our construction is given below:
– KeyGen(param) takes as input parameters param and outputs a public key pki
and a secret key ski .
– CombinePK(pk1 , . . . , pkn ) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input a
set of public keys (pk1 , . . . , pkn ) and outputs a combined public key pk.
– Enc(pk, m) takes as input a public key pk and a plaintext message m, and
outputs a ciphertext ct.
– ReRand(pk, ct) is a re-randomization algorithm that takes as input a public
key pk and a ciphertext ct, and outputs a re-randomized ciphertext ct .
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– ShareDec(ski , ct) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input a secret key
share ski and a ciphertext ct, and outputs a decryption share di .
– ShareCombine(ct, d1 , . . . , dn ) is a deterministic decryption share combining
algorithm that takes as input a ciphertext ct and a set of decryption shares
(d1 , . . . , dn ), and outputs a plaintext message m.
NIZKs for Relations over RTE: We need a number of NIZKs for relations
over the RTE scheme we employ. Basically, a NIZK scheme NIZKR for relation R
and algorithm Prov that takes as input (x, w) ∈ R and outputs a proof π and an
algorithm Verify that takes as input (x, π) and outputs 1 if the proof is valid and
0 otherwise. For the sake of clarity, we deﬁne the following generic relations for
which we need to prove statements in zero-knowledge and describe our protocols
and simulators in terms of those: (1) R1 - Correctness of public key share: This
relation shows that the prover knows the randomness used for generating a
public/secret key pair (pki , ski ) and the secret key ski ; (2) R2 - Correctness
of decryption share: This relation shows that the prover used the secret key
ski corresponding to its public key pki for computing a decryption share di of
a ciphertext ct; (3) R3 - Correctness of shuﬄe: This relation shows that the
prover correctly shuﬄed a set of ciphertexts (ct1 , . . . , ctm ) by re-randomizing
them with randomness (r1 , . . . , rm ) and permuting them with a permutation Π.
Formal deﬁnitions for these NIZKs and an instantiation from sigma protocols in
the Global Random Oracle model are presented inthe full version [20].
Security Model: We prove our protocols secure in the UC framework [11].
UC-secure protocols retain their security even when used in parallel with other
cryptographic protocols or as building blocks of more complex applications. We
consider static malicious adversaries, who can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol but only corrupt parties before execution starts. It is known that UC-secure
two-party and multiparty protocols for non-trivial functionalities require a setup
assumption [13]. The main setup assumption for our work is the global random
oracle model [5] modelled as the GrpoRO -hybrid model [9], a digital signature functionality FDSIG from [12], and a smart contract functionality (deﬁned in Sect. 3).
See the full version [20] for details.
The Stateful Smart Contract Functionality FSC : We follow the approach
of Bentov et al. [7] in describing a functionality FSC that models a stateful contract. Such a contract receives coins from the players in a check-in procedure
and, after that, is only activated in case a player wishes to report misbehavior or
wishes to leave the game, retrieving the coins that he owns at that point. While
Bentov et al. describe a stateful contract functionality that models execution of
general programs with secure cash distribution (i.e. the output of the computation determines how coins are distributed among honest players) and penalties
for misbehavior, we focus on the speciﬁc case of card games. That means that our
functionality only allows a program GR that speciﬁes the game rules to execute
speciﬁc card operations instead of general computation. The card operations
supported by our protocol are the ones described in functionality FCG . However,
we can extend FCG by incorporating other functionalities for which UC protocols
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exist. In this case, GR is also allowed to specify the operations described in these
functionalities and the stateful contract modelled by GR is also responsible for
ensuring that the protocols realizing these functionalities are correctly executed.
We describe FSC in Fig. 1.

3

Secure Protocol for Playing Card Games

In this section we describe a protocol that realizes functionality FCG (deﬁned
in the full version [20]). with the help of a smart contract. The role of the
smart contract is to make sure that all players are executing the card operations
(and other game actions) as speciﬁed by the game rules programmed in GR and
punish (resp. compensate) malicious (resp. honest) players in case of dispute. The
basic idea is to follow the secure computation with ﬁnancial penalties framework
initiated by [1,2] and have each player send to the contract an amount of coins
that will be used for betting in the protocol and another amount of coins used
as collateral. If a player suspects that another player is cheating in the game
or misbehaving in protocol execution, it sends a request to the smart contract,
which veriﬁes protocol execution and, in case a player was actually found to
be misbehaving, ﬁnancially punishes the malicious player by distributing its
collateral coins among the honest players.
Protocol πCG : We construct a Protocol πCG that realizes FCG in a modular
fashion. The main building block of this protocol is a re-randomizable threshold public key encryption (RTE) and associated non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs (NIZK). Moreover, we will rely on a global random oracle functionality
GrpoRO to apply the Fiat-Shamir heuristic to sigma protocols used for instantiating these NIZKs as described in the full version [20]. Additionally, a standard
digital signature functionality FDSIG will be used as building block in this protocol. Later on, we will describe a concrete instantiation of the protocol under
the DDH assumption.
In this protocol, the players start by jointly generating a public key for the
RTE scheme along with individual secret key shares. The main idea is to represent open cards as ciphertexts of the RTE scheme encrypting a card value
[1, . . . , 52] without any randomness (or randomness 0) while closed cards are
shuﬄed such that they are represented by a re-randomized ciphertext that is
permuted in way that cannot be reversed by any proper subset of the players
(so that no collusion of players can trace the shuﬄing back to the open cards).
The shuﬄe operation is done by having each player act in sequence, taking turns
in rerandomizing all ciphertexts representing cards and permuting the resulting
rerandomized ciphertexts, while proving in zero-knowledge that these operations
were executed correctly. When a closed (shuﬄed) card has to be revealed to a
player, all other players send decryption shares of the ciphertext representing
this card computed with their respective secret keys, along with proofs that
these decryption shares have been correctly computed.
Throughout the protocol, after the players perform a card operation or
answer an action request from GR, they jointly generate a checkpoint witness
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Fig. 1. Functionality FSC

proving that the operation has been completed successfully. These checkpoint
witnesses contain signatures by all users on the current state of the protocol,i.e.
ciphertexts representing cards and each player’s balance and current bets. If a
player suspects that any other player is cheating (or has aborted) during an
execution, it complains to the smart contract, providing its latest checkpoint.
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The execution is then mediated by the smart contract, which receives (and broadcasts) all messages generated by the players. If the smart contract detects that a
player is cheating in this execution (by examining the transcript), it punishes the
misbehaving player by distributing its collateral coins among the honest players.
We describe Protocol πCG in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Security Analysis: Due to page limit the security analysis is given in the full
version [20].
A DDH-Based Instantiation: We now describe an instantiation of the Protocol πCG that is secure under the popular DDH assumption in the random oracle model (i.e. substituting FRO for a cryptographic hash function). The main
components we need to construct in order to instantiate our protocol are the rerandomizable threshold public-key encryption scheme RTE and the NIZKs Proof
of Membership schemes NIZKR1 , NIZKR2 , NIZKR3 for relations R1 , R2 , R3 . It
was shown in [34, Appendix C.2], that the threshold version of the ElGamal
cryptosystem is a secure re-randomizable threshold public-key encryption scheme
under the DDH assumption. Moreover, it was also shown in [34, Appendix C.2]
that there exist NIZKs NIZKR1 , NIZKR2 , NIZKR3 for relations R1 , R2 , R3 secure
under the DDH assumption. NIZKR1 can be implemented by the sigma protocol of Schnorr [28], NIZKR2 can be implemented by the protocol of Chaum and
Pedersen [15] and NIZKR3 can be implemented by the protocol of Bayer and
Groth [4]. Notice that the zero-knowledge argument of shuﬄe correctness of
Bayer and Groth [4] requires a common reference string that consists of random
group elements such that the discrete logarithm of these elements in a given base
is unknown. We point out that such a common reference string can be trivially
constructed before πCG is run by coin tossing, which can be UC-realized based
on UC-secure commitments [11,13]. UC-secure commitments can be eﬃciently
constructed in the restricted programmable and observable global random oracle
model as proven in [9]. Even though these protocols are interactive, they can be
made non-interactive through the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [21,26]. Notice that their
simulators are straight-line since they only need to program the random oracle.
As for the digital signature functionality FDSIG , it is known that EUF-CMA signature schemes (e.g. DSA and ECDSA) realize FDSIG . If we use the resulting
DDH-based instantiation to implement poker, we obtain a protocol very similar to the Kaleidoscope [19], thus obtaining a universally composable protocol
for poker with rewards and penalties that matches the best current (but not
UC-secure) protocol.

4

Eﬃciency Analysis

Royale is both the ﬁrst cryptographic protocol to support general card games
that use a set of core card operations and one of the very few based on generic
primitives, making it hard to compare its eﬃciency with previous works that
are based on speciﬁc computational assumptions and focused on poker. Therefore, we estimate and compare the computational, communication and round
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Fig. 2. Protocol πCG (ﬁrst part).
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Fig. 3. Protocol πCG (second part).
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Fig. 4. Protocol πCG (third part).
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complexities of each individual card operation in the works that introduce the
previously most eﬃcient (but unproven) poker protocols with the card operations in the DDH-based instantiation of Royale (described in Sect. 3). For the
comparison, we consider the works of Barnett and Smart [3], and the protocols
proposed as a building block for the (unproven) tailor-made poker protocol of
Bentov et al. [7]: Wei and Wang [32] and Wei [31]. We remark that these previous
works have not been formally proven secure. Moreover, diﬀerently from Royale,
even if these previous works can be proven to implement a game of poker, using
their card operations arbitrarily might cause security issues, as they are not
composable.
Instantiating the Building Blocks: We consider the protocols of Barnett
and Smart [3], Wei and Wang [32] and Wei [31] to be instantiated with the
same random oracle-based commitments and NIZKs based on the Fiat-Shamir
heuristic used in our DDH-based instantiation of Royale. For the protocols of [3]
and [32] a cut-and-choose security parameter of s = 40 is considered, while for
the protocol of [31], we consider the parameter k = 4. In the NIZK of shuﬄe
correctness used by Royale (the construction of [4]), the total number of cards
is represented as m = m1 m2 and the choice of m1 and m2 aﬀects both the
computational and communication complexities. Even though the choice of m1
and m2 can be optimized to obtain either √
shorter or faster proofs, in our general
comparison we assume that m1 = m2 =  m.
Computational Complexity: The estimation is in terms of modular exponentiations executed for each card operation, since these operations tend to dominate the complexity. We present the amount of local computation performed on
Table 1. As previously observed, the Open Public Card and Open Private Card
of all protocols in our comparison have roughly the same concrete complexity,
while the Shuﬄe Cards phase is the main bottleneck. Notice that the two most
eﬃcient protocols in our comparison are Royale and Wei’s protocol [31] (and
consequently the instantiation of Bentov et al. [7] based on it), which has better
asymptotic eﬃciency than Royale. However, we remark Royale achieves better
concrete eﬃciency for practical parameters. For example, in a 6-player game and
a standard deck of 52 cards (e.g. Poker), the Shuﬄe Cards phase of [31] requires
approximately 3 times more exponentiations than Royale. Further estimations
for practical parameters are in the full version [20].
Communication Complexity: We estimate the communication complexity in
terms of the number of elements of G and elements of Zp exchanged in each phase
of the protocols in Table 1. In contrast to the case of computational complexity,
we consider the total amount of data exchanged over the network by all players
during each phase of the analyzed protocols. As it is the case with computational complexity, the Shuﬄe Cards phase constitutes the main bottleneck and
dominates complexity. Notice that the most eﬃcient protocols in our comparison are Royale and the protocol of Wei [31] (and consequently the instantiation
of Bentov et al. [7] based on it). However, in this case, Royale actually achieves
both better asymptotic communication complexity and better concrete eﬃciency
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than [31]. For example, in a 6-player game and a standard deck of 52 cards (e.g.
Poker), the Shuﬄe Cards phase of [31] exchanges approximately 8 times more
elements of G and twice more elements of Zp . Further estimations for practical
parameters are in given in the full version [20].
Round Complexity: As in the previous cases, the Shuﬄe Cards phase is the
main bottleneck. Royale’s Shuﬄe Card phase requires only n rounds (where n is
the number of players) while [32] and [31] require respectively 4n + 1 and 4n + 3
rounds. Hence, Royale has a clear advantage in round complexity, which results
in better performance in high latency networks such as the Internet.
Checkpoint and On-Chain Storage Complexity: When the smart contract
functionality FSC is implemented by a smart contract system running on top of
a blockchain, the information sent by the players to FSC has to be stored in
space-constrained blocks, raising a concern about on-chain storage complexity.
First, we remark that Royale is designed in such a way that only the Check-in,
Check-out and Recovery phases cause any information to be sent to FSC (and
consequently stored in the blockchain), with the Recovery phase only being activated if a player misbehaves. In the Check-in phase, signature veriﬁcation keys
and public key shares (plus associated proofs of validity) for each players are
registered with the smart contract, amounting to storing (2 G + 2 Zp )n bits,
where n is the number of players. In the Check-out phase, the vector payout (of
size |payout|) along with signatures by each player are sent to the smart contract,
amounting to |payout|+ 2n Zp of storage. In the Recovery phase, the most up-todate checkpoint witness is sent to the smart contract, which subsequently registers all other player’s messages for the phase to be executed after this checkpoint
witness was generated. The worst case for checkpoint witness size is that where
all cards are still closed, resulting in size 2m G + |id|m + |balance| + |bets| + 2n Zp
bits, where n is the number of players, m is the number of cards and |id|, |balance|
and |bets| are the sizes of card identiﬁcation string id, vector balance and vector
bets, respectively. The messages of the phase executed after the latest checkpoint amount to extra on-chain storage equal to the communication complexity
of each phase (as estimated above). On the other hand, the protocol of Bentov
et al. [7] (based on [31] or [32]), does not specify checkpoint witnesses (seemingly requiring the full transcript of the current poker game to be sent to the
smart contract) nor oﬀers any complexity estimates for Check-in and Check-out
phases, making it hard to provide a meaningful comparison.
Benchmarks. We now present benchmarks of Royale obtained with a prototype implementation of the DDH-based instantiation, showcasing the eﬃciency
of our protocol for practical parameters. Our prototype implementation was done
in Haskell using NIST curve P-256. Experiments were conducted on a XPS 9370
with a i7 8550U CPU and 16 GB RAM running with Linux Fedora 28 (kernel
4.16). We analyze the network communication and execution time of Royale with
diﬀerent numbers of cards (denoted by m in the tables) and players (denoted by
n in the tables). We focus on the following phases of Royale: Check-Out, CheckOut, Shuﬄe Cards, Shuﬄe Private Cards. Moreover, we analyse on-chain storage
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Table 1. Complexities for each player in terms of modular exponentiations and group
and ring elements G and Zp , for n players and m cards.
Computational complexity

Communication complexity

Shuﬄe Cards

Open Private
Card (drawer;
others)

Open Public
Card

Shuﬄe Cards

Open Private
Card (drawer;
others)

Open Public
Card

[3]

240m(n − 1)
+161m

4n − 3; 3

4n

164 nm G,
122 nm Zp

45 nm G, (2n2 +
80n + 2 nm) Zp

n(17m + 5) G,
n(m + 18) Zp

[7, 32]

(44n + 1)m

4n − 3; 3

4n

3(n − 1) G,
2(n − 1) Zp

(n − 1) G,
2(n − 1) Zp

(n − 1) G,
2(n − 1) Zp

4n − 3; 3

4n

3n G, 2n Zp

n G, 2n Zp

n G, 2n Zp

4n − 3; 3

4n

n(2m +
√
 m) G,
√
5n m Zp

(n − 1) G,
2(n − 1) Zp

n G, 2n Zp

[7, 31]

81m + 2n+25
√
Royale (2 log( m)
+4n − 2)m

requirements for the Checkpoint Witnesses used in the Recovery Phase considering an implementation of the smart contract functionality FSC based on a smart
contract that veriﬁes individual steps of Royale (i.e. checking NIZK, signature
and encryption validity). We evaluate the execution time required by the aforementioned phases of Royale in milliseconds (ms) and consider network delays in
terms of Round Trip Times (RTT). Our analysis shows that Royale achieves high
computational eﬃciency, with network delays representing the main bottleneck.
We analyze the on-chain storage required by Royale in terms of the size in kilobytes (KB) of the data stored by the smart contract in each phase, which is zero
for all phases, except for Check-in, Check-out and Recovery. Our analysis shows
that the on-chain footprints of these three latter phases is reasonably small for
practical parameters. While the Recovery phase always requires storage of the
must up-to-date checkpoint witness, it also requires players’ messages for the
current phase to be stored (i.e. the network communication required for each
phase).
Table 2. On-chain storage Table 3. Execution time in ms and Round-trip time
(RTT) for the Shuﬄe Card.
size (in KB).
n

m

n

Check-In Check-Out

2

0.25

0.38

4

0.51

0.75

2

200.64 + 1 RTT

387.67 + 1 RTT

6

0.76

1.13

4

401.28 + 2 RTT

775.33 + 2 RTT 1772.64 + 2 RTT

8

1.02

1163 + 3 RTT 2658.96 + 3 RTT

52

104

208
886.32 + 1 RTT

1.5

6

601.93 + 3 RTT

10 1.27

1.88

8

802.57 + 4 RTT 1550.66 + 4 RTT 3545.28 + 4 RTT

12 1.52

2.25

10 1003.21 + 5 RTT 1938.33 + 5 RTT
12 1203.85 + 6 RTT

4431.6 + 5 RTT

2326 + 6 RTT 5317.92 + 6 RTT

The on-chain storage requirements of the Check-in and Check-Out Phases
are presented in Table 2. Notice that all communication in these phases is done
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via the smart contract and does not depend on the number of cards. The execution time and network communication for the Shuﬄe Cards phase are presented
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The execution time is presented as the sum of
the local computation time required of each player and the network Round Trip
Times necessary for delivering this phase’s messages. Checkpoint witnesses size
for our implementation is presented in Table 5. As previously discussed, we consider the size of checkpoint witnesses in the worst case, where all cards are closed
(which results in the largest representation). For the setting of a poker game with
52 cards and 6 players, we obtain a worst case checkpoint witness of less than 4
KB. In case the Recovery Phase is activated, the smart contract receives (and
stores on-chain) both the latest checkpoint witness and the next messages to be
generated in the protocol, corresponding to the network communication of the
current phase. Further benchmark data are presented in the full version [20].
Table 4. Network communication in
the Shuﬄe Cards phase in (KB).
n

m
52

Table 5. Checkpoint witnesses on-chain
storage size (KB).
n

104

208

m
52

104

208

2

13.73

24.49

40.73

2

3.61 7.06 13.97

4

27.45

48.98

81.47

4

3.77 7.22 14.13

6

41.18

73.48 122.2

6

3.92 7.38 14.28

8

54.91

97.97 162.94

8

4.08 7.53 14.44

10 68.63 122.46 203.67

10 4.23 7.69 14.59

12 82.36 146.95 244.41

12 4.39 7.84 14.75
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